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"THE INTERSECTION OF WHERE CULTURE MEETS TECHNOLOGY"
 A Community of over 40 Cultural Leaders, Fintech, Blockchain, AI and VR Specialists from almost 20 countries
 will come together through a series of Panel Discussions and Debates over the course of 3 days to Foster Greater
Knowledge-Sharing and Future Collaborations in the Global Art Market.

 EXPERIENCE CONTEMPORARY ART AND OLD MASTERS IN THE SETTING OF A VIRTUAL
REALITY  MUSEUM THAT WILL BE SHOWCASED IN THE MIDDLE EAST FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME
Proudly brought to you by:
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Artem Holdings was founded in 2016 as an independent, privately funded global 

events, conferences and consulting company focusing on the contemporary art 

market with its headquarters in Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

UNFOLD Art Xchange was conceived to bring together an unparalleled B2B art 

business conference and summits platform. It aims to become one of the 

largest multicultural art exchanges and the referential art talks platform that 

brings together diverse cultures across local, regional and international art 

landscapes to share best practices.

With the success of our inaugural edition of UNFOLD Art XChange that took 

place from the 19-22 March 2018 at the luxurious Five Palm Jumeirah in Dubai, 

I am honoured to announce that Artem Holdings will launch its 2nd Annual 

UNFOLD Art XChange from the 7-9 March 2019 at Bahrain International 

Exhibition and Convention Centre, under the patronage of Her Royal Highness, 

Princess Sabeeka Bint Ibrahim Al Khalifa, Wife of His Majesty The King of 

Bahrain, President Of The Supreme Council for Women, in collaboration with 

Tamkeen 

I would like to thank our host sponsor, ArtBAB for giving us this incredible 

opportunity to integrate our 2nd Annual UNFOLD Art XChange as part of 

ArtBAB's talks programme for 2019 and hosting our speakers in Manama, 

Bahrain for the duration of the talks programme. 

I would also like to thank all our speakers and moderators who have agreed to 

support and have contributed to help develop this second edition.

I look forward to meeting and welcoming all of you to our 2nd Annual UNFOLD 

Art XChange. I hope that this upcoming edition will offer a new, stimulating 

and fruitful experience as we look to integrate our UNFOLD Art Talks for the 

very first time into an art fair.

Your Sincerely,

Rachel Rekkab

F O R E W O R D
BY RACHEL REKKAB    I    OWNER
Artem Holdings, Dubai, UAE
Founder UNFOLD Art XChange
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H O S T  S P O N S O R
ARTBAB

 Art Bahrain Across Borders – ArtBAB is Bahrain’s foremost international art fair held under the
 patronage of Her Royal Highness Princess Sabeeka bint Ibrahim Al Khalifa, Wife of His Majesty the
King and President of the Supreme Council for Women.

 The foundational mission of this art fair is to attract leading international galleries to the
 Kingdom, so powering the expansion of the art market whilst facilitating the development of local
 Bahraini artists.

 Manama, Bahrain’s capital city, is fast emerging as West Asia's foremost art and culture hub and is
 uniquely positioned as the centre for contemporary art: by 2014 Bahraini artists were selling over
 USD $8.7 million – contributing to the growth of the market eager to explore and collect Bahraini
 art.

 Within Bahrain, there is a vibrant population of over 1.2 million which includes many Bahraini
 collectors, Bahraini and non-national art-lovers who have high disposable income keen to engage
with local and international contemporary art.

 ArtBAB   plays a pivotal role in keeping the national economy humming while buttressing the
 Kingdom’s 2030 Economic Vision, underpinned by three aims — sustainability, fairness,
 competitiveness and is seen as the bridge between Bahrain and the global art market, and the
narrative of each fair will reflect this.

 Providing education and engagement, ArtBAB also provides a platform for collectors, artists and
 galleries to meet, converse and support the development of the local contemporary art market
whilst facilitating international exposure within the Kingdom.

 Exceeding expectations, from the second edition of ArtBAB 2017, ArtBAB 2018 saw strong
 attendance and a 40% increase in sales ArtBAB 2018 hosted 60 participants from Bahrain, UAE,
Bulgaria, France, Ukraine, UK, India, Italy, Belgium and others.

 Entering into its 4th Edition, ArtBAB will take place from 6-10 March 2019 at the Bahrain
International Convention & Exhibition Centre.

 ArtBAB is the flagship project of Art Select, the Bahrain-based art advisory, consulting and
creating artists, art platforms, events and investor portfolios

 
www.artbab.com
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GEOGRAPHICAL MARKET

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:

• Middle East

• USA

• UK & Europe

50%

25%

25%

ARTS COMMUNITY THAT COMPRISES OF:

• Arts & Culture Authorities

• Arts Council

• Museums

• Public Institutions

• Cultural Institutions

• Cultural Foundations

• Cultural Districts

• Art Centers

• Contemporary Art Hubs

• Art Services Companies

INDIVIDUALS THAT COMPRISES OF:

• Gallerists

• Art Dealers

• Artists

• Collectors

 • Art Patrons

• Philanthropists

• Art Consultants

• Art Advisers

• Art Market Professionals

OTHERS INCLUDES:

• Government Agencies

• Private Wealth Management Firms

• Asset Management Firms

• Islamic Finance Companies

• Fintech companies

• Blockchain companies

• AI Companies

• VR Companies

This summit is designed for:
 Our 2nd Annual UNFOLD Art XChange, themed as "At The Intersection of Where
 Culture Meets Technology" will be the first contemporary art summit that will
 bring together a community of over 40 Cultural Leaders, Fintech, Blockchain, AI
 and VR Specialists from almost 20 countries through a series of panel discussions
 and debates for the very first time in Manama, Bahrain. Integrated as part of
 ArtBAB, this will serve as an excellent platform to experience Bahrain's foremost
 international art fair as well as to bench-mark, network, share knowledge and
foster future collaborations over the course of 3 days.

 Due to the growing international interest in the potential of the cultural and
 creative industries to drive a sustainable development and economy, cities across
 the globe have been transforming urban spaces into cultural and educational
 districts; and in some cases, museum districts. UNFOLD have partnered with the
 chair of the Global Cultural District Network (GCDN) in New York to include
 prominent case studies as part of our second edition with its members; West
 Kowloon Cultural District Authority Hong Kong, The National Museum Singapore,
 Poblenou Urban District Barcelona, East Bank Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park
London and The Kuwait National Cultural District.

 With a boom in arts philanthropy and arts patronage to empower cultural
 development and support the growth in building a creative economy,  The Arab Fund
 for Arts & Culture (AFAC) in Lebanon will engage with Arab cultural foundations and
 centers; the Salama Bint Hamdan Al Nahyan Foundation Abu Dhabi, The Kamel
 Lazaar Foundation Tunis, the A.M Qattan Foundation London, the MMAG
 Foundation Amman , Jordan and the Khalil Sakakini Cultural Center Ramallah,
Palestine during our second edition to understand how they are doing so.

 Following our Art & Finance sequel from our inaugural edition, UNFOLD will be
 launching a world premier on Art & Islamic Finance, as a debate between Deloitte
 Art & Finance Luxembourg and Deloitte Islamic Finance and Knowledge Centre
 (IFKC) Bahrain. The use of big data and analytics in helping collectors better
 manage liquidity, risk and volatility will also be explored with valuable insights from
CollectorIQ New York, MutualArt, Pi-eX , ArtTactic and Christie's from London.

 There are several debates on the impact of technology and how it is disrupting the
 art economy. BlockchainHub from Berlin will give an overview of blockchain in a
 nutshell and how the art world can benefit from it through an interview by Deloitte
 Art & Finance. Our second edition will also explore the role of blockchain and
 artificial intelligence to improve transparency, attribution and authentication with
 industry leaders; Bahrain Fintech Bay, Verisart London, Arius Technology
 Vancouver, Artory New York and ID4ARTS New York. Dadiani Syndicate from
 London will then discuss on pioneering digital trade routes via blockchain and
 cryptocurrency. The use of AI Innovations for Augmented Creativity and
 Forecasting Art Trends will later be uncovered with RunwayML New York and
 Thread Genius, an AI SaaS startup, based in New York that was recently acquired
by Sotheby's early 2018.

 Artnome, the world's largest analytical database will chair one of the art world's
 biggest debates on AI and Artistic Creation. Artnome will explore the role of AI and
 machine learning in replacing humans and will speak with Klaris Law New York on
 copyright issues that are one of the key challenges, derived from the recent AI
 Generated Portrait of Edmond de Belamy by the Paris collective, Obvious that was
 auctioned at Christie's. Our second edition AI and Artistic Creation panel will also
 include artist, Robbie Barrat from New York that developed the code for this AI
 Generated Painting who will be speaking alongside Mario Klingemann, a pioneer in
 the use of computer learning in the arts and a Google Arts and Culture resident
based out of Munich as well as Nature Morte New Delhi.

 To close off the summit, VRFocus, a virtual reality specialist website based in
 London will chair a panel around the role of VR as a Game Changer for the Arts
 where three leading names in the VR Space for arts; dslcollection Paris, The Kremer
 Collection Berlin and Khora Contemporary Copenhagen will speak alongside The
 National Gallery London and Vastari, an online service provider from London that
connects collectors with museums.

 UNFOLD will bring for the first time in the Middle East as part of ArtBAB- Virtual
 Reality in the setting of a Private Museum for the public to experience both
Contemporary Art and Old Masters that are part of prominent private collections.

 In light of the generous support of ArtBAB as our host sponsor, this summit is
 complimentary and open for the public to attend. Registration is mandatory via our
 website (www.unfoldbrics.art) as there are limited seats and is one not to be missed
hence save the date 7-9 March 2019 and Register Now!

OVERVIEW ON 2ND ANNUAL UNFOLD ART XCHANGE
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DAY 2 MODERATOR

ADRIANO PICINATI DI TORCELLO   I   
DIRECTOR   I   MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTING   I   GLOBAL ART & 
FINANCE COORDINATOR
Deloitte, Luxembourg City, 
Luxembourg
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L  P A N E L I S T S      

OMAR AL-QATTAN   I   CHAIRMAN OF 
THE BOARD
A.M.Qattan Foundation, London, UK

ANNA JOBSON   I   DIRECTOR OF 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
University of the Arts, London, UK
Former Head of Director's Office at Tate 
& Director of Strategy for Arts Council 
England

ANGELITA TEO   I   DIRECTOR
National Museum of Singapore, Singapore
Festival Director of Singapore HeritageFest 
and Singapore Night Festival 

JUAN CARLOS BELLOSO   I   FOUNDER & 
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Future Places. Barcelona
Poblenou Urban District. Barcelona.
Member of the Advisory Board, Global 
Cultural Districts Network (GCDN)

DUNCAN PESCOD   I   CEO
West Kowloon Cultural District 
Authority, Hong Kong

YAZAN KHALIL   I   DIRECTOR
Khalil Sakakini Cultural Centre, 
Ramallah, Palestine 

KANEKA SUBBERWAL   I   FOUNDER 
& MANAGING DIRECTOR
Art Select, Manama, Bahrain
Co-Founder ArtBAB

ADRIAN ELLIS   I   FOUNDER
AEA Consulting, New York, USA
Chairman, Global Cultural District 
Network (GCDN)

CULTURAL LEADERS

DAY 1 MODERATORS

LAILA AL-QATAMI   I   MANAGING 
DIRECTOR
Sheikh Abdullah Al Salem Cultural 
Centre, Kuwait National Cultural 
District (KNCD), Kuwait 

LINA LAZAAR   I   VICE PRESIDENT 
The Kamel Lazaar Foundation, Tunis, 
Tunisia

NOURA SALEM   I   DEPUTY DIRECTOR
MMAG Foundation, Amman, Jordan

DR PRADEEP SHARMA   I   DIRECTOR OF 
ARTS, CULTURE & HERITAGE 
Salama bint Hamdan Al Nahyan 
Foundation, Abu Dhabi, UAE

OUSSAMA RIFAHI    I   BOARD 
MEMBER
Arab Fund for Arts & Culture 
(AFAC), Beirut, Lebanon 

CHRISTOPHER E. VROOM, CFA    I   
FOUNDER & CEO 
CollectorIQ, New York, USA 

DR SHERMIN VOSHMGIR   I   FOUNDER
BlockchainHub, Berlin, Germany
Director of The Research Institute for 
Crypto Economics at the Vienna 
University of Economics 

NANNE DEKKING   I   FOUNDER & CEO
Artory, New York, USA
Chairman of the Board of TEFAF

ELEESA DADIANI   I   FOUNDER & CEO 
Dadiani Syndicate, London, UK
Founder Dadiani Fine Art

FINTECH & BLOCKCHAIN SPECIALISTS

ROBERT NORTON   I   CEO & 
CO-FOUNDER
Verisart, London, UK 
Advisory Board Member Artrendex

DR HATIM EL-TAHIR   I   DIRECTOR
Deloitte ME Islamic Finance 
Knowledge Centre (IFKC), Deloitte & 
Touche, Manama, Bahrain

CHRISTINE BOURRON   I   FOUNDER 
& CEO
Pi-eX, London, UK 

KHALID SAAD   I   CEO
Bahrain FinTech Bay, Manama, Bahrain

PAUL LINDAHL   I   PRESIDENT & CEO
Arius Technology, Vancouver, Canada

STEVEN HALLIWELL   I   CO-FOUNDER
ID4ARTS, New York, USA

DIRK BOLL   I   PRESIDENT EMERI
Christie's, London, UK

ZOHAR ELHANANI    I   CEO 
MutualArt, London, UK

ANDERS PETTERSON   I   
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
ArtTactic, London, UK

DR. BARBARA DAWSON  I   DIRECTOR
Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane, Dublin, 
Ireland



DAY 3 MODERATORS

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  P A N E L I S T S

JASON BAILEY   I   FOUNDER
Artnome, Boston, USA
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KEVIN JOYCE   I   CEO & EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
VRFocus, London, UK 

AI & VR SPECIALISTS

BERNADINE BRÖCKER   I   CEO & 
CO-FOUNDER
Vastari Group, London, UK

APARAJITA JAIN   I   DIRECTOR & 
CO-OWNER
Nature Morte Gallery, New Delhi, 
India

MARIO KLINGEMANN   I   ARTIST
Munich, Germany

EDWARD KLARIS   I   MANAGING 
PARTNER
Klaris Law, New York, USA
CEO KlarisIP

SYLVAIN LEVY   I   CO-FOUNDER 
dslcollection, Paris, France

JOEL KREMER   I   CO-FOUNDER & 
DIRECTOR
The Kremer Collection, Berlin, Germany

CHRIS MICHAELS   I   DIRECTOR OF 
DIGITAL, COMMUNICATIONS & 
TECHNOLOGY
The National Gallery, London, UK

ANDREW SHUM    I   VP & DIRECTOR OF 
PRODUCT
Sotheby’s, New York, USA
Founder & CEO of Thread Genius
(Acquired by Sotheby’s early 2018) 

CRISTÓBAL VALENZUELA   I   
CO-FOUNDER
RunwayML, New York, USA
Researcher at NYU 

ROBBIE BARRAT   I   ARTIST
New York, USA

JENS FAURSCHOU   I   CO-FOUNDER
Khora Contemporary, Copenhagen,
Denmark
Founder Faurschou Foundation

VICTORIA CHANG   I   DIRECTOR
VIVE Arts, HTC, London, UK

MAURIZIO SERACINI   I   FOUNDER
Editech Art & Science Srl, Florence, 
Italy

ZIKE WU   I   CO-FOUNDER & CEO
ArtVenture, Montreal, Canada



FAIR OPENS

PRIVATE TOUR AROUND THE FAIR 
11:00

20:00
22:00

LUNCH12:30
15:00

15:30

COFFEE BREAK

FAIR CLOSES

END OF GALA DINNER

GALA DINNER HOSTED BY ARTBAB

17:00
17:30

19:00 END OF ART TALKS DAY 1

A G E N D A :
T H U R S D A Y ,  7 T H  M A R C H  2 0 1 9

Moderator:

OUSSAMA RIFAHI    I   BOARD 
MEMBER
Arab Fund for Arts & Culture 
(AFAC), Beirut, Lebanon 

WELCOMING REMARKS: LEGACY OF ART BAHRAIN ACROSS BORDERS
 The Role of ArtBAB in Defining Bahrain’s Legacy, History and Future Potential for Bahraini Artists

PANEL DISCUSSION 1: EMPOWERING CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE ARAB WORLD
Arts Patronage and Philanthropy in Redefining the Arab Cultural Landscape and Giving Voice to Arab Artists

PANEL DISCUSSION 2: BUILDING A CREATIVE ECONOMY
The Transformation of Urban Spaces into Cultural and Educational Districts

OMAR AL-QATTAN   I   CHAIRMAN 
OF THE BOARD
A.M.Qattan Foundation, London, 
UK
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NOURA SALEM   I   DEPUTY 
DIRECTOR
MMAG Foundation, Amman, 
Jordan

ANNA JOBSON   I   DIRECTOR OF 
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
University of the Arts, London, UK
Former Head of Director's Office 
at Tate & Director of Strategy for 
Arts Council England

ANGELITA TEO   I   DIRECTOR
National Museum of Singapore, 
Singapore
Festival Director of Singapore 
HeritageFest and Singapore 
Night Festival 

JUAN CARLOS BELLOSO   I   
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
Future Places, Barcelona
Poblenou Urban District, Barcelona.
Member of the Advisory Board, 
Global Cultural Districts Network 
(GCDN)

DR. BARBARA DAWSON  I   
DIRECTOR
Dublin City Gallery The Hugh 
Lane, Dublin, Ireland

LAILA AL-QATAMI   I   
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Sheikh Abdullah Al Salem 
Cultural Centre, Kuwait 
National Cultural District 
(KNCD), Kuwait 

DUNCAN PESCOD   I   CEO
West Kowloon Cultural District 
Authority, Hong Kong

DR PRADEEP SHARMA   I   
DIRECTOR OF ARTS, CULTURE & 
HERITAGE 
Salama bint Hamdan Al Nahyan 
Foundation, Abu Dhabi, UAE

YAZAN KHALIL   I   DIRECTOR
Khalil Sakakini Cultural Centre, 
Ramallah, Palestine 

LINA LAZAAR   I   VICE PRESIDENT 
The Kamel Lazaar Foundation, 
Tunis, Tunisia

KANEKA SUBBERWAL   I   FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
Art Select, Manama, Bahrain
Co-Founder ArtBAB

Panelists:

Moderator:

Panelists:

ADRIAN ELLIS   I   FOUNDER
AEA Consulting, New York, USA
Chairman, Global Cultural District Network (GCDN)
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A G E N D A :
12:00

18:20

LUNCH13:00
14:00

14:15

14:35

COFFEE BREAK

END OF ART TALKS DAY 2

16:05
16:35

16:50

21:00 FAIR CLOSES

DEBATE: EXCLUSIVE WORLD PREMIER ON ART AND ISLAMIC FINANCE
The Integration of Art and Collectibles into the ever-popular Sharia-Compliant System

WELCOMING REMARKS: THE EMERGENCE OF BAHRAIN FINTECH BAY
The Creation of a Complete Ecosystem to drive the Fintech Industry in Middle East and  Africa

PANEL DISCUSSION 1: ART & ANALYTICS
How can Big Data and Analytics help Art Collectors better manage Liquidity, Risk and Volatility?

CHRISTOPHER E. VROOM, CFA    I   
FOUNDER & CEO 
CollectorIQ, New York, USA 

ANDERS PETTERSON   I   
FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
ArtTactic, London, UK

DR SHERMIN VOSHMGIR   I   FOUNDER 
BlockchainHub, Berlin, Germany
Director of The Research Institute for Crypto 
Economics at the Vienna University of Economics 

NANNE DEKKING   I   FOUNDER & 
CEO
Artory, New York, USA
Chairman of the Board of TEFAF

ELEESA DADIANI   I   FOUNDER & 
CEO 
Dadiani Syndicate, London, UK
Founder Dadiani Fine Art

PAUL LINDAHL   I   PRESIDENT & CEO
Arius Technology, Vancouver, 
Canada

STEVEN HALLIWELL   I   
CO-FOUNDER
ID4ARTS, New York, USA

KHALID SAAD   I   CEO
Bahrain FinTech Bay, Manama, Bahrain

ROBERT NORTON   I   CEO & 
CO-FOUNDER
Verisart, London, UK 

PANEL DISCUSSION 2: THE BLOCKCHAIN ART MARKET REVOLUTION
 Improving Provenance and Unlocking Digital Trade Routes with Blockchain

ADRIANO PICINATI DI TORCELLO   I   
DIRECTOR   I   MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTING   I   GLOBAL ART & 
FINANCE COORDINATOR
Deloitte, Luxembourg City, 

ADRIANO PICINATI DI TORCELLO   I   DIRECTOR   I   MANAGEMENT CONSULTING   I   GLOBAL ART & FINANCE COORDINATOR
Deloitte, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg

DR HATIM EL-TAHIR   I   DIRECTOR   
Deloitte ME Islamic Finance 
Knowledge Centre (IFKC), 
Deloitte & Touche, Manama, 
Bahrain

ZOHAR ELHANANI    I   CEO 
MutualArt, London, UK

FAIR OPENS

PRIVATE TOUR AROUND THE FAIR 

Panelists:

CHRISTINE BOURRON   I   
FOUNDER & CEO
Pi-eX, London, UK 

DIRK BOLL   I   PRESIDENT 
EMERI
Christie's, London, UK

Panelists:

Moderator:

ADRIANO PICINATI DI TORCELLO   I   DIRECTOR   I   MANAGEMENT CONSULTING   I   GLOBAL ART & FINANCE COORDINATOR
Deloitte, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg

Interviewer:

Moderator:

KHALID SAAD   I   CEO
Bahrain FinTech Bay, Manama, Bahrain

F R I D A Y ,  8 T H  M A R C H  2 0 1 9
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INTERVIEW: ART MEETS BLOCKCHAIN WITH DR SHERMIN VOSHMGIR
What is Blockchain and How can the Art World benefit from it?
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A G E N D A :
12:00

19:00

LUNCH13:00

15:15

COFFEE BREAK

END OF ART TALKS DAY 3

16:30

16:45
17:15

17:30

21:00 FAIR CLOSES

14:00

PANEL DISCUSSION 1: AI & ARTISTIC CREATION
Can Artificial Intelligence Replace Human and Who Owns the Copyright? 

MODERATOR FOR A THREE-PART SPECIAL ON AI

PANEL DISCUSSION 3: VR AS A GAME CHANGER FOR THE ARTS
How Collectors and Museums are Exploring New Audiences, Business Models and Creativity through 360 Experiences?

PANEL DISCUSSION 2: AI INNOVATIONS
The Use of AI for Attribution, Authentication, Augmented Creativity and Forecasting Art Trends

BERNADINE BRÖCKER   I   CEO & 
CO-FOUNDER
Vastari Group, London, UK

CHRIS MICHAELS   I   DIRECTOR 
OF DIGITAL, COMMUNICATIONS & 
TECHNOLOGY
The National Gallery, London, UK

SYLVAIN LEVY   I   CO-FOUNDER 
dslcollection, Paris, France

JOEL KREMER   I   CO-FOUNDER 
& DIRECTOR
The Kremer Collection, Berlin, 
Germany

MAURIZIO SERACINI   I   FOUNDER
Editech Art & Science Srl, 
Florence, Italy

S A T U R D A Y ,  9 T H  O F  M A R C H  2 0 1 9

FAIR OPENS
PRIVATE TOUR AROUND THE FAIR 

Panelists:

Panelists:

Panelists:

APARAJITA JAIN   I   DIRECTOR 
& CO-OWNER
Nature Morte Gallery, New 
Delhi, India

EDWARD KLARIS   I   MANAGING 
PARTNER
Klaris Law, New York, USA
CEO KlarisIP

MARIO KLINGEMANN   I   
ARTIST
Munich, Germany

ROBBIE BARRAT   I   ARTIST
New York, USA

CRISTÓBAL VALENZUELA   I   
CO-FOUNDER
RunwayML, New York, USA
Researcher at NYU 

JENS FAURSCHOU  I  CO-FOUNDER
Khora Contemporary, Copenhagen, 
Denmark
Founder Faurschou Foundation

ANDREW SHUM    I   VP & 
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT
Sotheby’s, New York, USA
Founder & CEO of Thread Genius
(Acquired by Sotheby’s early 2018) 

JASON BAILEY   I   FOUNDER
Artnome, Boston, USA

JASON BAILEY   I   FOUNDER
Artnome, Boston, USA

Moderator:

KEVIN JOYCE    I   CEO & 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
VRFocus, London, UK 

KEVIN JOYCE    I   CEO & EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
VRFocus, London, UK 

VICTORIA CHANG   I   DIRECTOR
VIVE Arts, HTC, London, UK

ROBERT NORTON   I   CEO & 
CO-FOUNDER
Verisart, London, UK 
Advisory Board Member Artrendex

Interviewer:

INTERVIEW: VIVE ARTS AT THE INTERSECTION OF CULTURE, ART AND SCIENCE WITH VICTORIA CHANG
Democratizing Creation with Digital Innovations in the Arts 

Interviewer:

INTERVIEW: AI & APPLIED SCIENCE
The Breakthrough of AI and Applied Science to Safeguard Cultural Heritage and to Authenticate Works of Art

ZIKE WU   I   CO-FOUNDER 
& CEO
ArtVenture, Montreal, Canada
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P A R T N E R S
ABOUT GCDN                

 The Global Cultural Districts Network (GCDN) is an independent, international association committed to
 improving the quality of urban life through the contribution of the arts, culture and creative industries.
 The network fosters collaboration and knowledge-sharing among those responsible for creative and
 cultural districts, quarters and clusters in widely diverse contexts, providing rich and rewarding
 opportunities for cross fertilization and exchange. An initiative of AEA Consulting, it engages leaders and
 opinion formers in culture and in urban development through convenings, research and collaboration in
order to inform global, local and sectoral agendas.

www.gcdn.net   www.aeaconsulting.com 

ABOUT ARTNOME                                                                

 Artnome is the leading publication for reporting on and explaining the use of technology and data in the
 art world. In addition to our popular online publication, we provide collectors and institutions with
 bespoke, data-driven art advice using artificial intelligence and the Artnome database, the world's
 largest analytical database of known works across our most important artists. Artnome also provides
 globally respected expertise on the collection of digital art with a deep focus on blockchain and
 generative art, including emerging AI art and artists. Artnome is mission-driven to use technology and
 data to improve the world's art historical record and to improve opportunities for artists from
historically underserved or marginalized groups.

www.artnome.com 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          ABOUT MUTUALART

 MutualArt is a comprehensive source of art market information, bringing together auction price data,
 exhibition listings, and press coverage. The synthesis of these sources allows the viewer a more complete
 view of an artist’s activity than price data alone.
 Our platform is designed to be a one-stop resource for anyone who loves art - from seasoned collectors
 and professionals, to those thinking of buying their first artwork. Our Searchable Online Database is the
 most comprehensive source of its kind, comprising extensive past and upcoming sale prices,
 accompanied by information on related exhibitions and press coverage. We cover a growing selection of
 over 300,000 artists and 17,000 art venues, and manually screen all our data to ensure its accuracy and
integrity.

 Our focus on market transparency is matched by a mission to provide members with information tailored
 to their interests in real-time. Personal Alerts, delivered via email, provide members with information on
 their preferred artists, venues or artworks, ensuring they’re the first to know about relevant sales,
exhibitions, events and related news.

 Decision Support Tools enrich this data, providing a visual overview of the global art market which
 enables members to track the performance of art by criteria including collecting category, sale location,
 artist nationality and medium. A rapid Online Appraisals Service is offered for anyone wishing to value an
 artwork they own, and is supported by the work of our Art Services Team, on hand to guide collectors
with specific requests.
Founded in 2008, today, MutualArt has over 500,000 members - a number that is continuously growing.

www.mutualart.com

                                                                                                    ABOUT ARTVENTURE

 ArtVenture is an art market analytic platform integrating unparalleled art history research, quantitative price
 analytics, AI art appraisal, and market monitor, in one fully integrated platform to help collectors making
well-informed decisions to buy art.

   www.artventure.pro
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                                                                                                            ABOUT HTC VIVE

 VIVE is a first-of-its-kind virtual reality platform, built and optimized for room-scale VR and true-to-life
 interactions. Delivering on the promise of VR with game-changing technology and best-in-class content,
 VIVE has created the strongest ecosystem for VR hardware and software, bringing VR to consumers,
 developers and enterprises alike. The VIVE ecosystem is built around the best VR hardware in market,
 supported by VIVE X, a $100 million accelerator for VR and related technology start-ups, Viveport, a global
 platform and app store with the world's first VR subscription model that operates in more than 60
countries, and VIVE Studios, its VR content development and publishing initiative.

 VIVE Arts harnesses cutting-edge technology to transform the way culture is experienced, delivering
 one-of-a-kind projects that can be accessed anywhere in the world. It fosters digital innovation, working
 with leading artists, museums and cultural organizations to create immersive artworks and exhibits using
 HTC Vive. Since its launch in 2017, VIVE Arts’ ground-breaking partnerships have included London’s Tate
 Modern and Royal Academy of Arts, Paris’s Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle (French National Museum
 of Natural History), St. Petersburg’s Hermitage Museum, Hong Kong’s Art Basel Hong Kong and Taipei’s
National Palace Museum, among others.

www.arts.vive.com

                                                          ABOUT MSI, MICRO-STAR INTERNATIONAL CO. LTD

 MSI, Micro-Star International Co. Ltd (Chinese: 微星科技股份有限公司) is a Taiwanese multinational
 information technology corporation headquartered in New Taipei City, Taiwan.
 MSI is a world leader in gaming and pledges to provide the best gaming pc. It offers the best prebuilt
 gaming pc lineup with high-end gaming desktop PC, portable VR PC and mini gaming PC to provide a
 smooth gaming experience.
 MSI designs, develops and provides computer hardware, related products and services, including laptops,
 desktops, motherboards, graphics cards, All-in-One PCs, servers, industrial computers, PC peripherals,
 car infotainment products, etc. All of them are easy custom pc, equipped with exclusive gaming features
and possess extraordinary durability.

 www.msi.com

                                                                      ABOUT BAHRAIN FINTECH BAY

 Bahrain FinTech Bay ("BFB") is the leading FinTech Hub in Middle East, located conveniently in the Arcapita
 Building, Bahrain. Bahrain FinTech Bay provides a physical hub to incubate insightful, scalable and
 impactful fintech initiatives through innovation labs, acceleration programmes, curated activities,
educational opportunities and collaborative platforms.

 Bahrain FinTech Bay partners with governmental bodies, financial institutions, corporates, consultancy
 firms, universities, associations, media agencies, venture capital and fintech start-ups to bring the full
spectrum of financial market participants and stakeholders together.

 www.bahrainfintechbay.com

                                                                                   ABOUT ARTDEPENDENCE

 ArtDependence Magazine is an international magazine covering all spheres of contemporary art, as well as
 modern and classical art. ArtDependence features the latest art news, highlighting interviews with today’s
most influential artists, galleries, curators, collectors, fair directors and individuals at the axis of the arts.

 The magazine also covers series of articles and reviews on critical art events, new publications and other
foremost happenings in the art world.

 www.artdependence.com

P A R T N E R S
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MODERATOR BIOGRAPHIES

ADRIANO PICINATI DI TORCELLO   I  DIRECTOR   I   MANAGEMENT CONSULTING   I   GLOBAL 
ART & FINANCE COORDINATOR
Deloitte, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg
 

 Adriano is a director within the advisory and consulting department and has over 20 years of
professional experience.

 He is in charge of the art and finance activities within Deloitte Luxembourg, a service line he has been
 coordinating since its beginning (www.deloitte-artandfinance.com). Adriano also coordinates the
 development of the Art & Finance activities at the Deloitte group level. Since he joined Deloitte,
 Adriano has been working at the creation of an Art & Finance/Business cluster in Luxembourg. He
 has notably played a key role in the Luxembourg government’s decision to set up a Freeport for the
 storage of valuable goods operational since September 17, 2014.
 Deeply involved in creating awareness on the “art and finance” subject, Adriano has initiated the
 international Deloitte Art & Finance Conference that has become the annual benchmark event in the
 field. He has also developed Art & Finance seminars for professional seeking hands-on guidance

ADRIAN ELLIS   I   FOUNDER
AEA Consulting, New York, USA
Chairman, Global Cultural District Network (GCDN)
 

 Adrian is the founder of AEA Consulting (1990) – a leading international strategy consultancy working
 in the cultural sector - and the Chairman of the Global Cultural Districts Network (2013) – a network
   of some forty cultural districts around the world (gcdn.net).
 Adrian is a noted speaker and writer on cultural policy and management who has been profiled in the New
 York Times, Wall Street Journal and Crain’s New York Business.  He is a past board member of the Getty
 Leadership Institute, the Association of Performing Arts Presenters, The Kaufman Center and Pathé
 Pictures . Adrian is a past member of the Governing Council of the National Museums and Galleries of
 Wales, and the Royal Institute of British Architects' Architecture Centre Committee. He has been a Scholar
 in Residence at Columbia University, and has taught arts administration for Boston University, New York
University, National Arts Strategies and the Clore Fellows Programme in London.

 A lifelong jazz fanatic, Adrian served as Executive Director of Jazz at Lincoln Center from 2007-2011 and the
 Jazz Journalists Association named him Jazz Hero of the Year in 2012 Prior to founding AEA, he served as
 Executive Director of The Conran Foundation in London, where he planned and managed the creation of the

 Design Museum. He began his career as a civil servant in the UK Treasury and the Cabinet Office, where he worked on service-wide efficiency reviews
 and privatisation, and ran the office of the Economic Secretary to the Treasury. Adrian received his B.A. (first class) and M.A. degrees at University
 College, Oxford, where he served as a College Lecturer in Politics; and completed additional graduate work at London School of Economics.

 through the global art market and the co-author of the Deloitte and ArtTactic Art & Finance Report. Being the spokesman of the Art &
Finance initiative within Deloitte, he regularly speaks at national and international conferences.
 Adriano started his professional career as an auditor at KPMG. He also spent several years with Banque Degroof Luxembourg to develop
 the group’s activities in France through wealth structuring and funds services. Before joining Deloitte in 2008, he held management
 positions in the Asia Business Development team and in the Strategic Planning team of Deutsche Börse Group.
 Adriano has a degree in business sciences and finance, as well as an MBA and a M.Sc. in banking and finance.  He is fluent in French, English
and has a very good command of Italian.
 

JASON BAILEY   I   FOUNDER
Artnome, Boston, USA

 Jason Bailey is the founder of artnome.com, the world's leading art and tech publication for reporting on
 and explaining the use of cutting-edge technology in art and the art world. Artnome articles like "The
 Blockchain Art market Is Here" and "AI Art Just Got Awesome" are among the earliest and widest read on
 the topics, capturing these recent trends in art well ahead of the curve. Bailey has also constructed the
 world's largest database of complete works by important 20th century artists. From this expansive
 Artnome database, Bailey constructs new, history/market-shifting metrics on art and artists that were
 previously impossible to obtain. A sought-after speaker, Bailey most recently moderated panels on
blockchain, provenance, and digital art at Christie's blockchain event in London.

OUSSAMA RIFAHI    I   BOARD MEMBER
Arab Fund for Arts & Culture (AFAC), Beirut, Lebanon 

 Oussama is a board member of the Arab Fund for Arts and Culture AFAC and its executive director from 2010
 to 2016. Starting his career as a geophysical engineer in West Africa, he moved on to take management roles
 in Aerospace and Renewable Energies in Canada & Europe. Oussama worked on the development of tourism
 and culture strategies in Abu Dhabi and led feasibility studies for modern and contemporary museums
 around the world. Oussama is now based between Cologne, Germany and Beirut, Lebanon. He teaches
 philanthropy and leadership for non-profits and advises individuals, corporations, governments and private
 institutions on governance, strategy, communications and fundraising/ development. He is involved in the
launch and implementation of cultural initiatives in Europe, the MENA region and Africa.



V R  S P E C I A L  F E A T U R E

KEVIN JOYCE   I   CEO & EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
VRFocus, London, UK 

 An experienced videogame journalist with more than a decade covering console, PC and mobile platforms.
 Editor-in-Chief at VRFocus, Kevin Joyce oversaw the launch of the website in 2014 and continues to lead
the operation on a daily basis.

VR MODERATOR BIOGRAPHY

THE DSLCOLLECTION

 The dslcollection was created in 2005 by Sylvain and Dominique Levy. Today Karen Levy is also
actively helping to build the collection.

 The collection focuses on contemporary Chinese art. Even though limiting itself to a certain number
 of objects – not more than 350 – the collection comprises major works of the 200 contemporary
 Chinese artists and  is currently one of the most interesting and diverse, featuring works by such
 prominent artists as Cao Fei, Tang Song, Ge Guanzhong, Jia Aili, and Chen Wenbo.
 dslcollection distinguishes itself from other collections of contemporary Chinese art through a strict
 collecting concept. The collectors believe that  "The 21st century collector must think beyond
 established boundaries". Therefore, dslcollection not only actively promotes the discovery and study
 of Chinese contemporary artistic production and but also makes use of the latest technologies. Tools
 such as the internet, interactive programs, virtual exhibitions and electronic books help
 dslcollection to achieve greater visibility and provide the means to share the experience of
contemporary culture. Openness, the nomadic and sharing are core concepts of the dslcollection.

www.dslbook.com/dslbook

THE KREMER COLLECTION

 The Kremer Collection is a growing, living creation;  literally a 'piece of art' that continues to develop
 since the first purchase of George Kremer in 1994. Acquisitions are still made on a regular basis, after
 which the paintings undergo extensive research and sometimes restoration. They are then added to
 the official collection, which we continue to share via an active external loans program as well as our
 Museum. We very much like to share our love and passion for these paintings and show the public
 why we believe these works are exciting, beautiful art that played an essential role in the
 development of western art. All the great masters of Realism and Impressionism and all who came
after them were influenced by the Dutch and Flemish masters.

 The collection contains masterpieces by great masters such as Gerrit Dou, Pieter de Hooch, Frans
 Hals,  Jan Lievens, Rembrandt, Michael Sweerts & Gerrit van Honthorst, It also includes very
 interesting works by lesser known masters who deserve a larger audience such as Adriaen
 Hanneman, Abraham Bloemaert, Abraham Janssens, Theodoor Rombouts, Jan Baptist Weenix,
Emanuel de Witte, Ludolf Backhuizen and many more.

www.thekremercollection.com
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FAURSCHOU FOUNDATION:

 Faurschou Foundation is a privately owned art institution with a collection of contemporary art and
 exhibition venues in Copenhagen's North Harbour and Beijing's art neighbourhood 798. The
 foundation introduces its visitors to some of the world's most acclaimed artists, free of charge, by
 hosting curated exhibitions and displaying the collection, which is continuously developed and
expanded. The exhibitions are often accompanied by extensive publications.

 In 2015, Faurschou Foundation began to exhibit at the Cini Foundation in Venice on the occasion of
 the Venice Biennale. In 2019 Faurschou Foundation will open its doors in Green Point, New York. To
 date Faurschou Foundation has exhibited the world's acclaimed artists such as Ai Weiwei, Bill Viola,
 Liu Xiaodong, Louise Bourgeois, Peter Doig, Yoko Ono, Robert Rauschenberg, Gabriel Orozco,
 Santiago Sierra and Shirin Neshat.

www.faurschou.com

KHORA CONTEMPORARY:

 Khora Contemporary acts as a bridge between artists and Virtual Reality developers. Established in
 2016 in Copenhagen by five partners with a common passion for art and VR, it is the first production
 company to focus on creating contemporary artworks in Virtual Reality. The mission is to establish
 the technology as a widely applied media within the arts, becoming the Virtual Reality Art
 production company of choice in the art world.

www.khoracontemporary.com
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YAZAN KHALIL   I   DIRECTOR
Khalil Sakakini Cultural Centre, Ramallah, Palestine
 

 Lives and works in and out of Palestine. Khalili studied architecture at Birzeit University (BA 2003) and
 Research Architecture at Goldsmiths College (MA 2010), and Fine Arts at the Sandberg Institute (MFA
 2015). A founding member of Zan Design Studio in 2005, he became Production Coordinator for Sharjah
 Biennials 9 & 10, and Technical Director of Palestinian Museum’s “Jerusalem Lives.” He curated “The City |
 The Image" Symposium, Young Artist of the Year Award (YAYA2012), and “The Long Journey” (2013), and
 co-organised the “Walter Benjamin in Palestine” workshop and symposium (2015).  In 2015 he won the
 Extract V Young Artist prize. Khalili lectures at Al-Quds Bard college and leads the Khalil Sakakini Cultural
 Centre. Recent solo shows include, No One Saw the Colors, Kunstforeningen, GL Strand, Copenhagen,
 2018; On the Other Side of the Law, Lawrie Shabibi Gallery, Dubai, 2017; On Love and Other Landscapes at
 Mumbai Art Room, Mumbai, 2015. Major group shows include Being: New Photography, MoMA, 2018;
 Jerusalem Lives, The Palestinian Museum, 2017 and Post-Peace, Kunstverein Stuttgart, 2017.

KANEKA SUBBERWAL   I   FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
Art Select, Manama, Bahrain
Co-Founder ArtBAB
 

 Kaneka Subberwal has many firsts to her credit and she has built on this pioneering spirit to make her
 vision her mission and persisted despite all odds to make what seemed like an impossible dream then to
put Bahrain in the reckoning as far as art was concerned.

 Her initiative is to make Bahrain a focal point for art in the West Asian region and establish a forward
 thinking platform to promote the growth of art in the country. She takes this many steps forward with
 BAAB – Bahrain Art Across Borders – an initiative powered by Tamkeen to take the art of the artists of
Bahrain across borders globally.

 As co-founder of ArtBahrain she has put Bahrain firmly on the global art map. Her persistence and
 conviction has paid off and now ArtBahrain is well into its second edition slated for later this year. Her
 great desire is to be the much needed conduit for local Bahraini artists and the international art
community to experience the wealth of culture of the wonderful island nation as she has.

BIOGRAPHIES DAY 1

 She arrived in Bahrain in 2008 with her company Art Select and set up Bahrain’s first art lounge then expanded to art consultation to include
 artists, collectors, families and corporate offices within the ambit of the arts. She organized a number of art shows across the country – with
 ArtBahrain being a culmination of sorts, considering the commendable impact it has had in the region, especially since art fairs are a relatively new
 phenomenon in the region. She hopes to create a common space for galleries and artists from around the globe to connect with collectors and art
aficionados, whilst hoping that neighbouring Arab States will be more proactive in investing in and promoting their contemporary artists to the world.
 

ANGELITA TEO   I   DIRECTOR
National Museum of Singapore, Singapore
Festival Director of Singapore HeritageFest and Singapore Night Festival 

 Angelita Teo is the Director of the National Museum of Singapore (NMS). She was appointed in July 2013,
 and was awarded the Public Administration Medal (Bronze) the following year for her contributions
 towards the development of a vibrant cultural and heritage sector in Singapore. Between 2014 and 2015, she
  helmed the Museum’s complete revamp of its permanent galleries, which reopened in September 2015.
 Since 2012, Angelita has also headed the Festivals and Precinct Development Division of the National Heritage
 Board (NHB), which oversees the development of the vibrant Bras Basah and Bugis (BBB) precinct in the heart of
 the city. Through various grounds-up initiatives and place-making efforts, the precinct is today a centre for
 education, arts, design and heritage, with a unique mix of Singapore’s rich cultures and modern art and
 architecture.  In 2017, Angelita was invited to join the advisory board of the Global Cultural Districts Network
 (GCDN), an international federation of global centres of arts and culture, of which BBB is a member. She is also

 the Festival Director of the iconic Singapore Heritage Festival and Singapore Night Festival, which together reach out to over 2 million visitors annually.
 In 2016, she undertook the management of the Museum Roundtable Unit, which aims to build and facilitate a stronger museum-going culture in Singapore.
 Angelita started her museum career as an Assistant Curator in 1996. She pursued a Masters in Art Curatorship at the University of Melbourne in
2011, under a full government scholarship by the then Ministry of Information, Communications and the Arts (MICA).

ANNA JOBSON   I   DIRECTOR OF CHANGE MANAGEMENT
University of the Arts, London, UK
Former Head of Director's Office at Tate & Director of Strategy for Arts Council England

 Anna Jobson has worked in the arts and cultural sector for over two decades and is a specialist in strategy
 and policy development, and change management. She began her career at Tate, working there for over a
 decade, ultimately as Head of the Director's Office, and then went to Arts Council England as Director,
 Strategy. An international move in 2012 saw Anna undertaking major consulting assignments for the
 Museum of Contemporary Art, Australia, and the Sydney Opera House, before joining the team at MCA in
 an interim leadership role. Since moving back to London in 2014, Anna has combined freelance work for a
 wide range of clients around the world with a change leadership role at the University of Arts London. In
 this role, she is leading the move of London College of Fashion to East Bank, as part of the legacy of the
 London 2012 Olympics, and overseeing the transformation of LCF while contributing to this major new
  cultural and educational destination in London.
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NOURA SALEM   I   DEPUTY DIRECTOR
MMAG Foundation, Amman, Jordan

 Noura Salem is a researcher and architect based between Amman and Helsinki. She is the deputy director
 of the newly launched MMAG Foundation, where she is developing the framework for the foundation's art
 school and learning programs. She is currently completing a master's degree in Visual Cultures, Curating
 and Contemporary Art at Aalto University, focusing her research on postgraduate art education curricula.
 In parallel, she is co-editing The Experience of Jordanian Museology, a book-length research project on
Jordanian museums.

BIOGRAPHIES DAY 1

JUAN CARLOS BELLOSO   I   FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
Future Places. Barcelona
Poblenou Urban District. Barcelona.
Member of the Advisory Board, Global Cultural Districts Network (GCDN)
 

 Juan Carlos is a renowned international expert in the development and promotion of places and
 destinations, based in Barcelona. He has been, for many years, advisor to the City Council of Barcelona and
 other city organizations on city branding and economic and cultural development and promotion, and has
 also provided advisory and consulting services to many cities, regions, countries and destinations as well
 as other organizations worldwide, including Western and Eastern Europe, the Russian Federation, the US,
 Latin America, Northern Africa and the Middle East. His main areas of specialization are destination
 branding and marketing; positioning and promoting places and destinations through talent, culture and
 creativity; culture and creative industries; cultural tourism and cultural management. Juan Carlos is acting

 Managing Director of Poblenou Urban District Association, a non for profit n association founded by the artist, culture and creative community in
 Poblenou District in Barcelona in early 2012 with the mission of promoting the Poblenou neighborhood as Barcelona's preeminent culture and
 creative district.; member of the advisory board of the Global Cultural Districts Network (GCDN), a federation of global centers of arts and culture,
 that fosters cooperation and knowledge-sharing among those responsible for conceiving, funding, creating and operating cultural and creative
 districts, quarters and clusters; member of the Cultural Policy Designers Network; founding member of ‘Barcelona Global’, a private, independent
 and not-for-profit civil society platform committed to Barcelona and its future; and founding member of the International Place Branding
 Association (IPBA), among other organizations, and also collaborates with different programs and initiatives developed by different international
 and multilateral organizations including the EU, the UNDP, the World Bank, the UNWTO or the Inter-American Development Bank. Frequent
 speaker in different international seminars and forums, Juan Carlos is author of many corporate and place branding articles for different journals
 and magazines and collaborates as visiting professor and expert with different international universities and schools.
 

DR. BARBARA DAWSON  I   DIRECTOR
Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane, Dublin, Ireland

 Barbara Dawson is director of the Hugh Lane Gallery in Dublin. During her tenure she has reimagined and
 repositioned the Gallery nationally and internationally as a progressive public cultural institution through
 dynamic programmes and projects.  She was awarded a PhD in Fine Arts (Honoris causa) in recognition for her
 contribution to the fine arts in 2010. She is currently Adjunct Professor at the School of Art History and Cultural
  Policy in University College Dublin. She is a member of the Dublin City Council’s Public Art Advisory Committee.
 In 1998 Barbara Dawson secured for the Gallery Francis Bacon’s Studio and archive. Her strategic plan for its
 removal from London and relocation in Dublin was pioneering in terms of museology. The studio was opened to
 the public in 2001 and the entire archive of over 7000 items was digitised. This database is available to scholars
 and researches worldwide. She has been to the fore in audience engagement in particular community engaged
 artists practice. The Gallery is a lead institution in reaching out to communities citywide with innovative projects
 supporting creativity and art appreciation.In partnership with Create the Irish National Agency for collaborative
 arts practice, she introduced a new strand of programming to the gallery in 2017 that of institutionally supported

 collaborative artists practices within the community. The most recent project was with the EU funded Collaborative Arts Partnership Programme CAPP.
 Capp is an ambitious transnationall cultural programme focusing on the dynamic area of collaborative arts with the overall goal of  improving and opening
 up opportunities for artists who are working collaboratively across Europe  by enhancing mobility and exchange whilst at the same time engaging new
 audiences with collaborative practices. This artist led project was based in a disadvantaged community area in Dublin and the project also resulted the
 exhibition Travellers Collection at the Hugh Lane in 2018. The project continues. Barbara Dawson is responsible for the growth in status and prestige of
 the Gallery’s art collections and has, apart from securing Francis Bacon’s studio, archive and a collection of his paintings, made several strategic
acquisitions and donations including a recent gift of nine paintings by Sean Scully.

DUNCAN PESCOD   I   CEO
West Kowloon Cultural District Authority, Hong Kong
 

 Mr Pescod joined the WKCDA in October 2014. He was appointed Chief Executive Officer in August 2015.
 He served for over 32 years with the Hong Kong Government during which he served in various branches,
 bureaux and departments, including the former Home Affairs Branch, the former Security Branch, the
 Lands Department, the former Urban Services Department, the former City and New Territories
 Administration, the former Civil Service Branch, the Tourism Commission, and the Efficiency Unit. He was
 Special Representative for Hong Kong Economic and Trade Affairs to the European Communities from
 2006 to 2008, Permanent Secretary for Commerce and Economic Development (Communications and
 Technology) from 2008 to 2010, and Permanent Secretary for Transport and Housing (Housing) and
Director of Housing from 2010 to 2014.
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LAILA AL-QATAMI   I   MANAGING DIRECTOR
Sheikh Abdullah Al Salem Cultural Centre, Kuwait National Cultural District (KNCD), Kuwait 

 Laila Al-Qatami is the Managing Director for the Sheikh Abdullah Al Salem Cultural Centre (ASCC) in
Kuwait, one of the largest cultural complexes in the world.

 Laila has served in management across governments, financial institutions, and non-profit sectors. Prior
 to her appointment at ASCC, she was overseeing external relations and corporate social responsibility for
 Gulf Bank - Kuwait.  She was also a communications and operations strategist for the Executive Office in
 Diwan of HH The Prime Minister of Kuwait and headed marketing and outreach for the for the National
 Center for Documentation and Research of the UAE Ministry of Presidential Affairs. When Laila was based
 in Washington, DC, she was the spokesperson for the American-Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee
 (ADC) and a regular commentator for domestic and international media. For a decade, she defended the
rights of Arabs and Muslims and promoted the rich cultural heritage of the Arabs in the USA.

 Laila is a founding board member of Soroptimist Kuwait, a licensed Kuwaiti NGO and chapter of a
 worldwide service organization for women and girls, most recently serving as its Vice President. She was

 a member of the National Board of Directors of American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the largest civil rights organization in the US (2006-2012)
 and was a mentor for Georgetown University students in the Patrick Healy Fellows Program (2006-2009).  She has a B.S. from the University of
Colorado, an M.A. from Georgetown University, and is a certified Sustainability practitioner.

LINA LAZAAR   I   VICE PRESIDENT    
The Kamel Lazaar Foundation, Tunis, Tunisia

 Specialised in contemporary art, Lina Lazaar holds an MA in Art History from Sotheby’s Institute of Art.
Throughout her career at Sotheby’s she supported the emergence of contemporary Arab art on the interna-
tional scene after which she worked as a curator and joined KLF as its CEO.

 She has significantly shaped the focus of the KLF collection and initiated the now annual Jaou event, the
 first edition of which took place in 2013. Following her curation of the first pan-Arab exhibition The Future
 of a Promise at the 54th Biennale de Venezia in 2011, she made possible the return of Tunisia to the event
in 2017 after an almost 6 decades pause with the exhibition Absence of Paths.
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OMAR AL-QATTAN   I   CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
A.M.Qattan Foundation, London, UK

 Omar Al-Qattan was born in Beirut and moved to the UK at the outbreak of the Lebanese Civil War in 1975.
 Following a degree in English language and literature from Oxford University, he studied film directing at
the Institut National Supérieur des Arts du Spectacles (INSAS) in Brussels.

 His first film, Dreams & Silence, an early exploration of political Islam, won the 1991 Joris Ivens Award. In
 1994, he produced Michel Khleifi’s Tale of the Three Jewels, shot entirely in the Occupied Gaza Strip. The
 film premiered at Cannes and won a host of international awards. He has since worked on numerous films,
including producing Khleifi’s Zindeeq (2009 Muhr Award for Best Arab Feature, Dubai Film Festival).

 In 1999, Al-Qattan launched the A.M. Qattan Foundation’s cultural track including, a few years later, the
 Palestinian Audio-visual Programme. The Foundation also runs a children’s library and cultural centre in
 Gaza City and an educational research and development programme focused on Palestinian school
teachers. The Foundation opened its new state of the art cultural centre in Ramallah, Palestine end of June 2018.

 In 2008, Al-Qattan established The Mosaic Rooms in London, a space focused on the cultures of the Arab
 World, which has become a leading institution in its field. He was also Chair of the Shubbak Festival of
 Contemporary Arab Culture in London in 2013 and 2015. He has been a member of Taawon-Welfare

 Association since 1999, and was chair of The Palestinian Museum from 2012 to 2017 during which time he oversaw the inauguration of its building
in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and launched its 2017-2019 programme.
 In addition, Al-Qattan chairs Al-Hani Construction and Trading Company in Kuwait, a leader in the construction of large-scale public projects
such as the recently completed Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Centre.
 He has contributed to a number of English and Arabic language publications, such as the Guardian, New Statesman, Vertigo, openDemocracy,
 CounterPunch, Al-Ayyam, Al Hayat and Al Quds al-Arabi, as well as co-editing bi-lingual publications including New Horizons in Palestinian Art
 and Hope & the Aesthetic Moment, both catalogues of work by young Palestinian artists. He also contributed chapters to two books: Dreams of a
Nation (on Palestinian cinema) and Nakba: Palestine, 1948 and the Claims of Memory

DR PRADEEP SHARMA   I   DIRECTOR OF ARTS, CULTURE & HERITAGE 
Salama bint Hamdan Al Nahyan Foundation, Abu Dhabi, UAE

 Dr Pradeep Sharma is the Director of Arts|Culture|Heritage at the Salama bint Hamdan Al Nahyan
 Foundation, United Arab Emirates, where he oversees the development of emerging cultural and creative
 practitioners for the Foundation. Art and design are seen as fundamental components of the innovation
 ecosystem and play an important role in the stimulation of new ideas or new technologies and the process
 of transformation. Prior to coming to the UAE Dr. Sharma was the Provost at Rhode Island School of
 Design and Professor of Design and Innovation. His interest areas are in the role of complexity thinking
and creativity in groups - how collectives form, the development and socialization of ideas.
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KHALID SAAD   I   CEO
Bahrain FinTech Bay, Manama, Bahrain

 Khalid Saad is the Chief Executive Officer of Bahrain FinTech Bay, the largest FinTech hub in the Middle
 East. He works with financial players, financial associations, central bank, government entities, FinTechs,
 lawyers and others to drive development of the FinTech ecosystem.
 Previously, he was focusing on financial services with the Bahrain Economic Development Board, which is
 dynamic public agency that is responsible for attracting inward investment into Bahrain, enhancing the
 investment climate and driving economic development. He focused on promoting Bahrain's financial services
 sector and attracting new investments into this sector. Successes include expanding existing companies and
 attracting new ones such as banks, asset & wealth managers, insurers, ancillary services providers and FinTechs.
 Before joining the Bahrain Economic Development Board, he worked for Ernst & Young and SEI
 Investments in London.
He has a MSC from Imperial College London and a BSc from the University of Exeter (first class honors).

BIOGRAPHIES DAY 2

ROBERT NORTON   I   CEO & CO-FOUNDER
Verisart, London, UK
Advisory Board Member Artrendex
 

 Robert Norton is CEO and co-founder of Verisart, the first platform to certify and verify physical artworks
 and collectibles using blockchain technology.  Prior to establishing Verisart, Norton was the CEO and
 co-founder of Sedition Art, a digital marketplace and community supported by the world's leading
 contemporary artists including Damien Hirst, Shepard Fairey, Bill Viola, Yoko Ono, Jenny Holzer and many
 others. Norton was appointed CEO of Saatchi Online where he restructured the company as an
 e-commerce business.  He has held senior management positions at King.com, AOL, TVF International and
 Nomade.fr.   Norton graduated from Oxford University with a Masters in Modern History.

CHRISTOPHER E. VROOM, CFA   I   FOUNDER & CEO 
CollectorIQ, New York, USA

 Christopher E. Vroom, CFA is the Founder and CEO of CollectorIQ, a New York-based asset management
 platform that enables advisors and their clients to efficiently track, value and monetize fine art and collectibles. He
 also founded Art+Culture Projects, a publisher of high-quality, limited-edition prints and multiples which are
 produced to support museum and cultural institution programming around the world.  Previously, Vroom
 founded and was Chairman of Artspace.com, the world's leading marketplace for fine art, sold to Phaidon Press in
 2014. He was a Managing Director and Global Group Head for Internet Equity research at the Credit Suisse First
 Boston Technology Group and was a Managing Director who ran the consumer equity research group at Alex.
 Brown & Sons where he followed high growth retailers (including Starbucks which he took public in June 1992).
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ANDERS PETTERSON   I   FOUNDER & MANAGING DIRECTOR
ArtTactic, London, UK

 Anders Petterson is a leading authority on the art market and the art industry. He is the Founder and
 Managing Director of ArtTactic, a London-based art market research and data intelligence company set
 up in 2001. ArtTactic works with Deloitte on the Deloitte Art & Finance Report, and is also behind other
 leading art industry publications such as the Hiscox Online Art Trade Report, JLT NextGen Artist Report,
 TEFAF Dealer Finance Report and others.  Anders is regular lecturer on the topic of 'Art as an asset class'
 and is a Board Member of Professional Advisors to the International Art Market in London (PAIAM).

DIRK BOLL   I   PRESIDENT EMERI
Christie's, London, UK

 Prof. Dr. Dirk Boll studied law in Göttingen and Freiburg i. Br. and wrote his Ph.D. thesis on distribution
systems for art and the legal framework of the international art market.

 He joined Christie's in 1998 in London. Following four years as a German Christie's representative based in
 Stuttgart, he moved to the Zurich office in end of 2004 to take over the position of Managing Director of
 Christie’s International AG, Switzerland. In 2011 he was appointed European Managing Director and moved
 his office to Christie’s London, King Street. In 2017 he took over the position of President Christie’s EMERI
(Europe & UK, Middle East, Russia & India).

 Dirk Boll is also a lecturer at the University of Hamburg on the subject of Art Management. In 2017, he was appointed
 Member of the Academic Board of Christie’s Education, a private university with branches in London and New York.
In 2018, he was appointed External Examiner MA Art Market & Appraisal (Prof. Practice), Kingston University.

 He publishes regularly in various daily papers and international magazines. Since 2009 he published seven
 books on various aspects of the art markets, collecting or museum development. In 2015 he launched a publication on the development of the art
 market: Auctioneers who made Art History (HatjeCantz). His latest publication “Art for Sale – a Candid View of the Art Market” (2017) combines his
background in law with his current professional area, analysing the legal and economical basis for and the distribution systems of the art market.
 Dirk Boll is board member of the Swiss Friends of the Israel Museum, member of the European Honorary Board of the Friends of Haifa University,
 member of the Honorary Board of Hadassah Switzerland, member of the Advisory Board of University of Zürich and board member of the Deusser
Foundation, Zürich/Bad Zurzach. In 2017 he was awarded Knight Commander “pro Merito Melitensi” of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta.



PAUL LINDAHL   I   PRESIDENT & CEO
Arius Technology, Vancouver, Canada

 Paul Lindahl has been on the cutting edge of 3D technology and its applications for more than18 years and
 co-founded Arius in 2013. Prior to Arius, Mr. Lindahl served as CEO of NGRAIN Corporation which
 designed and developed 3D technology solutions to support aerospace and defence applications,
 including inspection, maintenance, and training.  Mr. Lindahl also served as President of Hewitt Rand
 Corporation, a computer hardware manufacturer, where he led and expanded their North American
operations and directed a merger with Seattle-based Merit Distributing Inc.

 Mr. Lindahl is a member of the Young Presidents' Organization and has been on the Board of Directors for
 a number of non-profit organizations, including serving as Chairman of the British Columbia Technology
 Industry Association. He holds a Bachelor of Applied Science degree in geotechnical engineering from the
University of British Columbia, and a Masters of Business Administration from Queen's University.

 Arius is an art technology organization with a state-of-the-art data acquisition and analysis platform,
 developed in conjunction with major art institutions, has broad application throughout the art world

 including authentication, conservation, preservation and restoration.
 Starting with technology used to scan the Mona Lisa, Mr Lindahl led a team of engineers to develop the conservation technology of tomorrow. Arius
 provides a 3D fingerprint of the surface of a painting, recording details as fine as one-tenth of a human hair. Not only can this data can be referenced for
validation, restoration or conservation efforts, it can help to preserve humanity’s cultural heritage, effectively building a cultural ‘seed bank’ for fine art.
 Arius is collaborating with world-leading museums, including Tate and the National Gallery of Canada, 3D scanning paintings in their collections
 from the masters such as Van Gogh and Monet.
 The 3D data is then processed to produce high-quality textured reproductions that capture the precise colour and relief of every brushstroke of
 the original.  Valuable paintings can now be safely housed in secure, climate -controlled storage facilities and Freeports, while the textured prints
 are displayed for the enjoyment of collectors, or visitors of museum exhibits, around the world.
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NANNE DEKKING   I   FOUNDER & CEO
Artory, New York, USA
Chairman of the Board of TEFAF

Nanne is the Founder and CEO of Artory, New York/Berlin and Chairman of the Board of TEFAF. Artory’s 
core product, the Artory Registry, is a secure, digital registry of verified information about artworks and 
collectibles, and their history. Artory builds an additional layer of trust into the art market that is already 
the norm when purchasing other valuable items—houses, cars, jewelry, or even computer software. 

 Nanne is an eloquent advocate for change in the international art market. Prior to founding Artory, he was
 Sotheby’s Vice Chairman and Worldwide Head of Private Sales. Before joining Sotheby’s, he was Vice
 President of Wildenstein & Co., one of the world’s leading art dealers, where he advised individuals,
 museums, and foundations on the formation and development of their collections. Nanne was the founder
 and principal of Nanne Dekking Fine Arts, an art consultancy firm and gallery in New York. He is the
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 current Chairman of The European Fine Art Fair (TEFAF).
 After graduating from the University of Amsterdam he held numerous distinguished positions in The Netherlands, including Deputy Administrative
Director of the Dutch National Ballet. He started his career as Assistant Curator of the Historical Collections of HM The Queen of The Netherlands.
 

DR HATIM EL-TAHIR   I   DIRECTOR
Deloitte ME Islamic Finance Knowledge Centre (IFKC), Deloitte & Touche, Manama, Bahrain

 Hatim is a director in Deloitte’s Middle East Financial Service Practice, and leads the Deloitte ME Islamic Finance
Knowledge Centre where he advises clients on Islamic financial strategy and Shariah governance and compliance.

 With over 20 years business and finance experience, Hatim has led and delivered Islamic financial
 engagements in several jurisdictions including the Middle East, Africa, Europe, Malaysia and South
 America. In this role, he works with Deloitte member firms around the world to support global client
service teams and provide quality assurance of deliverables.

 Hatim has extensive experience advising corporates and financial institutions in various sectors, with
 innovative approaches to financing and investment structures. His advisory experience includes designing
and delivering Shariah governance and compliance strategies and social impact assessments.

 Prior to working for Deloitte, Hatim worked for the NASDAQ DUBAI in a senior role, advising financial
  institutions – offering Islamic financial services – regulated by the DFSA.

DR SHERMIN VOSHMGIR   I   FOUNDER
BlockchainHub, Berlin, Germany
Director of The Research Institute for Crypto Economics at the Vienna University of Economics

 Shermin is the director of the Research Institute for Crypto Economics at the Vienna University of Economics,
 and the founder of BlockchainHub. She is also advisor of Jolocom, a blockchain based identity protocol and
 Wunder, a decentralized Art Museum. In the past, she was a curator of TheDAO and on the advisory board of the
 Estonian E-residency. She regularly speaks at conferences and consults on Blockchains especially in the context
 of sustainability and social impact of future technologies. Shermin did her PhD in IT-Management at the Vienna
 University of Economics. Furthermore she studied film and drama in Madrid. Among others her films have
 screened in Cannes and at dOCUMENTA. Her past work experience ranges from internet start-ups, IT
 consulting & filmmaking. She is Austrian, with Iranian roots, and lives between Vienna and Berlin.
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CHRISTINE BOURRON   I   FOUNDER & CEO
Pi-eX, London, UK
 

 Christine founded Pi-eX in London in 2014. The company provides innovative analytical and financial tools
 to help art collectors, dealers and investors better understand and manage risk and volatility in the fine art
market.

 Over the past 20 years, Christine made a career of starting innovative businesses in changing markets. She
 started in 1998 PaintingsDIRECT.com, the first online art gallery in New York offering original artworks by
 more than 500 contemporary artists and in 2006 the first landscape design bureau in Moscow, Russia
providing High Net Worth Individuals with turnkey solutions for the creation of large parks.

 Before starting her first business, Christine worked for Corporate Decisions, a strategy consulting firm in
Boston, US, Apple Computer in Kiev, Ukraine and Procter & Gamble in Paris, France.

 Christine has a dual MBA/MA degree from the Wharton School and The Lauder Institute, School of Arts
 and Sciences, at the University of Pennsylvania, USA. She attained her Bachelor of Arts degree with a
 specialization in Finance from ESCP Europe, Paris France in 1990.

STEVEN HALLIWELL   I   CO-FOUNDER
ID4ARTS, New York, USA

 Steven E. Halliwell is Co-Founder with Anne S. Halliwell of ID4ARTS, an electronic identifier for works of
 fine art.  The small non-invasive tamper-resistant tag provides a permanent serial number, creating a
 confidential link for collectors, lenders, insurers and other members of the arts community. The patent
 pending identifier, re-engineered from battery-free RFID technology, provides a secure link between a
 physical object and blockchain or other art registries.
 The Halliwells are Managing Directors for The Collectors Fund, an investment fund manager acquiring
 museum quality American art created in 2007.  The company circulates art held by the fund to the homes
of investors on a rotating basis.  Two funds have been created to date.

 In the early 1990’s, Mr. Halliwell was Citibank’s corporate finance head for Central and Eastern Europe at
 New York headquarters.  He became Chief Financial Officer of The US-Russia Investment Fund, a $440
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 million direct investment fund sponsored by the US Government.  Prior to perestroika, Mr. Halliwell was a strategic planner and head of European
 sales for Citibank’s Payment Products Division, the predecessor to the bank’s Global Transaction Services Division. Mr. Halliwell’s interest in
 electronic communications technologies, the core of ID4ARTS, dates to his work in cross-border payments.
 Mr. Halliwell studied political science and Russian language at Wesleyan University, graduating Phi Beta Kappa with Honors.  He holds the
 Certificate of the Harriman Institute for Advanced Studies of the Former Soviet Union at Columbia University.  He is a Board Member of the
 Hudson River Museum, a regional museum in the New York metropolitan area.

ELEESA DADIANI   I   FOUNDER & CEO 
Dadiani Syndicate, London, UK
Founder Dadiani Fine Art
 

 Eleesa Dadiani is an art dealer, crypto-economist and broker. She is the founder of Dadiani Fine Art, the first
 fine art gallery in Europe to begin trading in cryptocurrencies and the first gallery in the world to accept
 multiple cryptocurrencies as payment for works of fine art. This led to the formation of Dadiani Syndicate,
 the first and only platform in Europe to be brokering high value assets in cryptocurrency across multiple
 industry sectors, which include Crown Estate properties, Formula 1 and rare cars, bloodstock and Fine Art.
 Eleesa is a contributor to various publications within the crypto sphere and beyond. She has been credited by
 many as a pioneer in the creation of peer-to-peer, borderless trade through the Dadiani Syndicate platform.
 

ZOHAR ELHANANI   I   CEO 
MutualArt, London, UK

 Zohar has a diverse entrepreneurial background, with 20 years of experience in the technology and
 financial services sectors. He has served as CEO of MutualArt since 2017. Prior to joining the company,
 Zohar headed a specialty finance firm focused on insurance and longevity risk, as well as an innovative
 web-based healthcare imaging venture, both of which were sold to publicly traded companies. The
 common thread for these ventures is their focus on market disruption in their respective industries. Zohar
 is a passionate collector with extensive exposure to financial markets, in particular, the nuanced area of
specialty finance, where availability of objective data allows for broader transparency and participation.

 Zohar holds an MBA from Solvay Business School in Brussels, Belgium from which he graduated summa
cum laude, as well as dual undergraduate degrees in Law and Economics from Tel Aviv University in Israel.



MARIO KLINGEMANN   I   ARTIST
Munich, Germany

 Mario Klingemann is an artist who uses algorithms and artificial intelligence to create and investigate
 systems. He is particularly interested in human perception of art and creativity, researching methods in
 which machines can augment or emulate these processes. Thus his artistic research spans a wide range of
 areas like generative art, cybernetic aesthetics, information theory, feedback loops, pattern recognition,
 emergent behaviours, neural networks, cultural heritage data or storytelling.
 He is artist in residence at the Google Arts & Culture Lab, winner of the Lumen Prize Gold 2018, the British
 Library Labs Creative Award and has been recognized as a pioneer in the field of AI art. His work has been
 featured in art publications as well as academic research and has been shown in international museums
 and at art festivals like Ars Electronica, ZKM, the Photographers' Gallery, Collección Solo Madrid, Nature
 Morte Gallery New Delhi, Residenzschloß Dresden, Grey Area Foundation, Mediacity Biennale Seoul, the
 British Library, MoMA, or the Centre Pompidou.

APARAJITA JAIN   I   DIRECTOR & CO-OWNER
Nature Morte Gallery, New Delhi, India

 Aparajita Jain went to school in Kolkata and Mumbai and completed her BA in psychology from St. Xaviers
 College, Mumbai. In 2005 she founded Seven Art, a niche gallery set up to support and show case young
 artists with cutting edge practices from India, on the international stage. At Seven Art she did over 35
 shows, including the first ever Indian contemporary art show in China (MOCA - Shanghai). Her artists
 represented India for the first time in the Lisbon Biennale. Artists like Asim Waqif and Aakash Nihalani
 were discovered and nutured by Seven Art. Asim was one of the youngest Indian artists to show at the
 Palais De Tokyo and soon, alongside Subodh Gupta will be representing India in a show at the Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston.

 In 2012 she bought a controlling interest in Nature Morte, India’s leading contemporary art gallery and in
 a short time has been instrumental in re-positioning Nature Morte as India’s leading contemporary art
 gallery. Aparajita also started Saat Saath Arts - a non-profit organization designed to raise awareness of art
 in India. Its first project, ARTTIGER, brought together 56 of India’s leading business houses to contribute

 to the cause of the endangered Tiger in India, and facilitated the donation of public artworks by renowned Indian artists to spaces across the
country. In December 2017, SSA opened India’s first international sculpture park at Nahargarh Fort along with the Government of Rajasthan.
 Aparajita was on the board of Tate's South Asian Acquisition Committee. She has given talks on Art on different platforms like YFLO and YPO.
 Aparajita was listed as one of the 50 icons of Indian Art by Platform, and was featured in and played an active role in the Vogue Women
 Empowerment Endeavour. Aparajita is on the board of the Delhi Chapter of YPO and a founding member of the Harvard South Asia Institute Arts
 program. She is also on an advisory panel for ICCR. Aparajita continues to play a key role in encouraging collaborations between prestigious
 museums, private collections, public institutions and corporate houses, with the objective of promoting Indian contemporary art within the
country and internationally.

JOEL KREMER   I   CO-FOUNDER & DIRECTOR
The Kremer Collection, Berlin, Germany

 Joel has an extensive background in the online world, starting in 1998 online advertising in the BeNeLux
 and UK markets. After receiving his Bachelor's Degree in Economics, he joined Google UK & NL's sales
 teams, servicing WPP and later focusing on retail clients. He has also worked in several of Google's product
 teams across Europe and the US to launch ads products for Europe and train Google Europe's new hires.
 After Google, Joel founded Kremer Consulting, specialising in helping off/online companies in
 activating/accelerating their online business and is a frequent keynote speaker and delivers sales
 masterclasses for big tech companies all over the world. He has over 18-years' experience in the online
 industry, including marketing, implementation, and analytics. Joel has been responsible for managing the
 Kremer Collection since 2010 and has initiated the Kremer VR Museum and the Mighty Masters kids
program, which aims to bring art to schoolchildren all over the world via VR technology.

BERNADINE BRÖCKER   I   CEO & CO-FOUNDER
Vastari Group, London, UK
 

 Bernadine Bröcker is CEO and Co-Founder of Vastari Group, an online platform securely connecting
 private collectors of art, exhibition producers, venues and museums for exhibition loans and tours. She
 was a founding member of the team at Trinity House gallery on Maddox Street in London and with
 previous experiences at Traffic Creative Management agency and at Ralph Appelbaum Associates New York.
 Bernadine is a member of the Professional Advisors to the International Art Market, the Association of
 Women in the Arts and the Worshipful Company of Arts Scholars. Bernadine holds a Master's degree in
 History of Art and Art-World Practice from Christie's Education/The University of Glasgow and a
 Bachelor's degree in Fine Arts from Parsons School of Design, New York.
 She is an ambassador to the Museum of London, an advisor to We Are Museums, Cromwell Place, the Christie's
 Employers Advisory Group and a mentor at the Founder Institute. In 2018 she was selected for Apollo
Magazine's 40 under 40 Europe and was shortlisted for the Natwest Entrepreneur of the Year Award in 2017.
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SYLVAIN LEVY   I   CO-FOUNDER 
dslcollection, Paris, France

 Initiated at the very beginning of the 21st century by Dominique and Sylvain Levy, dslcollection focuses exclusivel
 on contemporary works. Committed to China, the dslcollection is concerned with artists from an emerging
 country - or rather re-emerging - on the world scene and redefines the countours of a new world order.Definitely
nomadic, the dslcollection refuses to be set in one place and chooses the globalised territory of the digital world.

 Born into a screen-based world, today's new generation move in and out of the physical and virtual worlds
at ease, believing that each world is "real" to them.

 From 2005 (the year of the first video posted on Youtube ) we went from a website to a 2D and 3D museum,
and in 2012 a museum on Second Life and now augmented reality and virtual reality.
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ANDREW SHUM   I   VP & DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT
Sotheby’s, New York, USA
Founder & CEO of Thread Genius
(Acquired by Sotheby’s early 2018) 

 Andrew Shum is the VP, Director of Product at Sotheby's. Previously, he was the Founder and CEO of
 Thread Genius, an AI SaaS startup that enabled e-commerce companies to build visual search and
 discovery experiences within their apps. After Sotheby's acquired Thread Genius in early 2018 for their
 technology and team, Andrew began leading product development for initiatives that involved scaling
Sotheby's business via automation, data transparency, and machine learning.

 Before founding Thread Genius, Andrew was an engineer at Spotify working on applying machine recommendation
algorithms to problems like group  listening sessions, targeting new release ads, and surfacing follow suggestions.
Andrew graduated from MIT in 2012 with a degree in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science.

CRISTÓBAL VALENZUELA   I   CO-FOUNDER
RunwayML, New York, USA
Researcher at NYU

 Cristóbal Valenzuela is a technologist, artist and software developer interested in the intersection between
 artificial intelligence and creative tools. He is the co-founder of Runway a toolkit that adds artificial intelligence
 capabilities to design and creative platforms, a researcher at New York University, and co-founder of Latent
 Studio , a creative studio specializing in machine learning and artificial intelligence. He also contributes to OSS
 and helps maintain ml5.js. His work has been sponsored by Google and the Processing Foundation and his
 projects has been exhibited in Latin America and the US, including the Santiago Museum of Contemporary Art,
 ARS Electronica, GAM, Fundación Telefonica, Lollapalooza, NYC Media Lab, New Latin Wave, Inter-American
Development Bank, Stanford University and New York University.

ROBBIE BARRAT   I   ARTIST
New York, USA 

 Robbie Barrat is a 19 year old artist who is a leading light in the world of GAN art, generating headlines with
 his surreal nudes and landscapes. He recently became one of the most talked about artists in AI from the
 code he had developed that placed the first AI generated portrait of Edmond De Belamy by the Paris
 collective, Obvious on the world auction stage and was being sold at Christie's.
 Barrat's work and process revolve around manipulating neural networks to misinterpret data and generate
 surprising and novel imagery. Both his Nudes and Landscapes' series are trained on massive datasets
 comprised of famous historical paintings. The resulting images are surreal blobs of flesh with limbs and
  tendrils sprouting out randomly and landscapes that can feel otherworldly yet familiar.
 Currently working on a fashion project using neural networks, Barrat has trained conditional GANs on a
 corpus of Balenciaga runway shows and catalogs to generate imagery of novel outfits. These designs are
 not just approximations of Balenciaga's existing work, but an entirely different interpretation of fashion.
 Using these designs, Barrat has generated still photos and videos of imaginary runway shows, and is now
 exploring the production of physical garments.
 Barrat is featured in the award winning documentary "Science Fair" for his projects focused on advanced mathematics.
 He is working in a research lab at Stanford University, but plans on attending art school in the coming fall.
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JENS FAURSCHOU   I   CO-FOUNDER
Khora Contemporary, Copenhagen, Denmark
Founder Faurschou Foundation

Jens Faurschou (b. 1960) is a Copenhagen-based art collector, founder of Faurschou Foundation, co-found-
 er of the production company for VR art, Khora Contemporary, and founder of Copenhagen's new centre
for large-scale contemporary installation art, Copenhagen Contemporary.

 He originally operated the commercial gallery, Galleri Faurschou (1986 – 2011), but decided to close the
  gallery in 2011 in order to open the non-commercial entity that exists today.
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VICTORIA CHANG   I   DIRECTOR
VIVE Arts, HTC, London, UK

Victoria Chang is the Director of VIVE Arts at HTC. Victoria spearheaded the launch of VIVE Arts, develop-
 ing a number of virtual reality projects with artists and institutions worldwide, including for the Tate
 Modern's Modigliani exhibition and the Royal Academy of Art’s From Life exhibition. Victoria is responsible
 for developing corporate strategy and partnerships across the Arts and Technology sector for HTC VIVE.
 Victoria joined HTC in 2016, bringing 10 years of experience in the arts and culture sector from a diverse
 range of organizations including Sotheby’s and Gagosian Gallery.
 VIVE Arts is a global VR program set to advance creation and appreciation of the arts. VIVE Arts aims to enable
and preserve cultural heritage for the world, and to democratize creation with digital innovation in the arts.

ZIKE WU   I   CO-FOUNDER & CEO
ArtVenture, Montreal, Canada

 Zike Wu is the co-founder and CEO of ArtVenture, an art market analytic platform that power art market
 professional and wealth managers with a data-driven service of art-related due diligence, investment
 information, and market insight. He initiated the first Canadian art market industry report, and numerous
 report promoting Canadian modern masters. In the past, he was a curator specialize in the context of
 contemporary Chinese art. Previously he founded ChengHuai Art and Culture Association, building the
 first professional network in Montreal connecting art historians from academia to gallerists.
  

EDWARD KLARIS   I   MANAGING PARTNER
Klaris Law, New York, USA
CEO KlarisIP

 Edward Klaris is the Managing Partner of Klaris Law, a media, entertainment and intellectual property law firm
 based in New York, and he is Chief Executive Officer of KlarisIP, an advisory firm focusing on intellectual property
rights management, content supply-chain management, and royalties and participations in the media and entertain-

 ment business.  Ed has been an adjunct professor at Columbia Law School in NY since 2005, where he teaches an IP
 and media law seminar. Ed often speaks and writes on virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and blockchain in the
 M&E space. Before starting his firms, Ed was Senior Vice President, intellectual property at Condé Nast; he was
 General Counsel of The New Yorker magazine for about 7 years, media counsel at Disney, and a litigator at Davis
   Wright Tremaine. Ed’s firms are headquartered in NYC with offices in Los Angeles, Washington DC and London.

CHRIS MICHAELS   I   DIRECTOR OF DIGITAL, COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY
The National Gallery, London, UK

 Chris Michaels is Director of Digital, Communications and Technology at the National Gallery, London
 where he sits on their Executive Committee. At the Gallery, his Directorate has responsibilities for digital
 services, membership and ticketing, creative, IT and marketing, press and public affairs. Before he joined the
 Gallery, he was Head of Digital & Publishing at the British Museum, where he founded their digital
 department and created their digital strategy. He acts as an advisor to the Humboldt Forum, a new
 institution being built in Berlin. He has acted as advisor to museums in Qatar and Singapore. Before entering
 the world of Museums, he was CEO of educational start-up Mindshapes. He has led digital functions in TV,
publishing and advertising. He has a PHD from the University of Bristol. Chris lives in North London.
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MAURIZIO SERACINI   I   FOUNDER
Editech Art & Science Srl, Florence, Italy 

 Since mid ’70, Maurizio Seracini, with his background in biomedical engineer and art history, pioneered the
 use of multi-spectral diagnostic imaging, analytical diagnostics and other advanced technologies to study art.
 In 1977, Seracini established Editech (Electronics, Diagnostics and Technology), a Florence-based company that
 was the first private center in Europe to apply engineering sciences to the study of cultural heritage. His
 scientific methodology has become a standard for scientific authentication and state of conservation of works
 of art.  He has studied more than 3500 works of art, including Leonardo Da Vinci's Last Supper, Adoration of
the Magi, Botticelli's Allegory of Spring, Raphael’s Madonna of the Goldfinch and Caravaggio’s Medusa.

  From 1975 to 2013, he was the scientific director of the Leonardo Project in search of the long-lost Leonardo’s mural
 The Battle of Anghiari in the Hall of the 500 in Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, a project sponsored by the Armand
 Hammer Foundation, the Kress Foundation, the Smithsonian Institution and the Kalpa Group of Loel Guinness.
 In 2007, he founded the Center for Interdisciplinary Science for Art, Architecture and Archaeology (CISA3)
 at the University of California San Diego's California Institute for Telecommunications and Information
Technology (Calit2). He was the director of CISA3 until 2013.

 A former National Geographic Fellow, in 2017 the Royal Photographic Society awarded him for his advances
 and breakthroughs in the application of Scientific Imaging to the world of Art and Cultural Heritage.
 Since 2017, Seracini has joined SDSU to teach how to use applied sciences to fight art crimes.
 In 2018 he was the key note speaker at the AIA (Authentication in Art) congress in Amsterdam.
 Seracini’ s work has been highlighted in TED talks, and documentaries featuring his work can be seen on
 the National Geographic, Smithsonian, and BBC channels.  Also, his work was an inspiration for author Dan
   Brown's book, The Da Vinci Code.


